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Abstract

The paper discusses the role of Graphical User Interfaces in economic modelling and specifically the development of a new Graphical User Interface Generator for applications realized in GAMS (General Algebraic Modelling System), a widely used Algebraic Modelling Language for (bio-)economic simulation models. It motivates the development of GGIG (Gams Graphical Interface Generator) by reviewing existing approaches. In opposite to frameworks available for environmental and Agent Based Modelling, GUI generators for more classical economic models seem to be scarce. GGIG aims at a fast development process not requiring programming skills where simple user operable controls are defined in an XML file such that GAMS based projects can add easily a GUI. It comprises quite versatile exploitation tools for interactive reporting (tables, graphs and maps) including a machine learning package plus useful utilities, e.g. to generate a HTML based GAMS code documentation or batch execution. In opposite to other approaches, GGIG strictly separates the GUI and GAMS code, but does not offer IDE functionality. Applications to CAPRI, a rather complex model, and some smaller projects seem to show that researchers without formal programming training are able to develop and modify a GUI for their models, while model users can be quickly trained in GGIG based GUIs.
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1 Introduction

The demand for quantitative policy assessments is currently growing, as governments increasingly face legal obligations for impact assessments (e.g. EU, 2009), which frequently involve the use of economic simulation models. One implication is that new staff, who was not previously involved in the development of a specific model, needs to be trained in model application or at least analysis. There are, however, not too many examples of policy-relevant economic models which succeeded in attracting users beyond the group of (original) developers and staff directly supervised by them, such as graduate students. GTAP (HERTEL, 1997) is probably the best-known case. Another example for the transition from development and use by developers to continuous policy-relevant application by non-developers provides the so-called iMAP (integrated Modelling Platform for Agro-Economic and Policy Analysis, M’BAREK et al., 2012) platform. The platform hosts both partial equilibrium models such as ESIM, BANSE et al., 2005; CAPRI, BRITZ and WITZKE, 2012, and AGMEMOD, SALAMON et al., 2008, and several Computable General Equilibrium models (GTAP; MAGNET, VAN MEIJL and WOLTJER, 2012; GLOBE, MCDONALD et al., 2012; RegCge, BRITZ, 2012). iMAP aims at providing a scientific basis for policy decision-making linked to the economic assessment of the Common Agricultural Policy and related topics such as trade, energy, environment, and climate change.

The reason why certain models, such as those mentioned above, are used continuously, also beyond their developers, or are proposed by clients for applications while others might never provide policy-relevant results clearly depends on many aspects. These include a sound methodology; appropriate extent and resolution in space, time and with regard to products and processes; the provision of policy-relevant indicators or detail in depicting policy instruments (cf. PODHORA et al., 2013). Software aspects (BRITZ, 1999) also play a critical role, specifically with regard to software usability (cf. ABRAN, 2003). ISO9241-11, 1998 defines software usability as “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”. Software usability clearly affects learning costs and, therefore, the ease with which new model users can be trained.

The paper focuses on these technical aspects and specifically on the role of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). Beyond a more general discussion on the use of GUIs for economic models, partly drawing from the examples mentioned above, the paper also presents a new freeware tool to build GUIs for economic models, currently available for models written in GAMS (General Algebraic Modelling System, BROOKE et al., 1988) or the statistical language R (IHAKA and GENTLEMAN, 1996). A structured discussion on experiences with that tool named GGIG (Gams Graphical Interface Generator, BRITZ, 2014a), and its predecessor, the CAPRI GUI, provide further empirical evidence for a more general discussion. The paper is organized as follows: the next section discusses selected software aspects. Section 3 analyses the role of GUIs and discusses options available for GAMS-based models for model steering and result analysis, before presenting GGIG in section 4. Section 5 provides a short comparison to alternative solutions and discusses experiences with GGIG and the CAPRI GUI. Finally, a summary is provided in section 6.

2 Selected Software Aspects in Agricultural Economic Modelling

Partial and general equilibrium models at a larger, often global scale, but also bio-economic farm and hydro-economic models typically use ALMs (Algebraic Modelling Systems, KALLRATH, 2012). KALLRATH (2012) describes an ALM as “Roughly speaking, a modelling language serves the purpose of passing data and a mathematical model description to a solver in the same way that people, especially mathematicians, describe those problems to each other”. ALMs are especially useful if data transformation and equations are structurally identical, e.g. across regions and products. Table 1 presents technical details on some well-known policy relevant models in agricultural economics. The majority of the models use either the ALMs GAMS or GEMPACK (HARRISON and PEARSON, 1996), with GEMPACK being far more specialized and targeted to CGEs. Econometrically estimated economic models such as AGLINK-COSIMO or FAPRI often simulate within the same econometric package used for estimation.

The core of an economic simulation model encoded in an ALM consists of numerical problem(s) that require a simultaneous solution for all equations. This contrasts with environmental models that often
Table 1. Software aspects of selected models relevant for agricultural policy/market analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Short characterization</th>
<th>Simulation language</th>
<th>GUI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GTAP</td>
<td>Global, trade oriented CGE</td>
<td>GEMPACK (GAMS version available)</td>
<td>runGTAP (PEARSON et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNET</td>
<td>GTAP variant with a focus on Europe and the CAP</td>
<td>GEMPACK</td>
<td>Proprietary (WOLTIER, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBE</td>
<td>Global CGE</td>
<td>GAMS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESIM</td>
<td>Multi-Commodity model, strictly template based</td>
<td>GAMS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG-MEMOD</td>
<td>Multi-Commodity model, single equation based</td>
<td>GAMS</td>
<td>GSE based (SALAMON et al., 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGLINK-COSIMO</td>
<td>Multi-Commodity model, single equation based (COSIMO template based)</td>
<td>TROLL</td>
<td>Visual Basic/EXCEL based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAPRI</td>
<td>Multi-Commodity model, single equation based</td>
<td>EXCEL, SAS (cf. MOSS et al., 2011)</td>
<td>Result analysis in EXCEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPRI</td>
<td>Regional/Farm type programming models linked with Multi-Commodity model and regional CGEs, all strictly template based</td>
<td>GAMS</td>
<td>GGIG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: BRITZ et al. (2013) provide a detailed comparison of the result exploitation part of GTAP, AGLINK-COSIMO and CAPRI. Where no reference is given, information is based on personal communication with model authors.

integrate smaller components and are solved recursively in space and time, which asks for a modular design. That might partly explain the evolvement of frameworks for environmental models (LANIAK et al., 2013a), often targeting specific application domains (LANIAK et al., 2013b) and with a focus on interoperability of individual modelling components. These frameworks typically support tool development including GUIs as well as result visualization. Similar packages (cf. RAILSBACK et al., 2006) exist for Agent Based Modelling (ABM). Compared to economic models, the resolution of environmental models in space and/or time is often higher, but the number of items simulated tends to be smaller. With dynamic and/or spatial aspects often in focus, time series graphs and/or maps are widely used for visualization.

Contrary to that, the simultaneous solution approaches in economic models tend to combine all variables and their relations present in the overall problem in one module. CGEs and Multi-Commodity models solve for many items such as different types of prices, output generation, primary factor and intermediate input use, trade, demand categories, differentiated by product and space, and eventually time. All CGEs and also the partial equilibrium models (ESIM and CAPRI) mentioned above are therefore rather strictly build in a template structure. This means that model equations are structurally identical across space and products, and where applicable across periods, while differences are expressed in parameters. AMLs allow efficient coding of such template based models. For economic models, tabular presentations or bar charts with relative changes are widely used to depict results, in order to assess the linkages across markets and items. However, also economic models with a higher spatial resolution often use maps for result visualization, whereas (recursive) dynamic models tend to rely on time series graphs. BRITZ et al. (2013) provide a comparison of GUIs with a focus on result visualization such that these aspects are not discussed in detail in the following.

Besides differences rooting in the solution strategy, software solutions supporting modelling in different disciplines reflect different traditions to document and describe models. Economists rely mostly on equations, and, therefore, favour AMLs, whereas environmental modellers more often additionally use graphical presentations, such as flow charts. They might, therefore, favour object-oriented approaches or even frameworks that allow building models with the help of GUIs (cf. RICHMOND and PETERSON, 1997). Thus, both software use and result analysis
are linked closely to structural properties of the underlying models as well as disciplinary traditions. However, path dependencies can also play an important role.

In agricultural economics, the AML language GAMS is widely applied (Britz and Kallrath, 2012), also for tools with a focus on environmental interactions such as bio-economic single farm models (cf. Janssen et al., 2010) or global land use models (cf. Havlík et al., 2013). Contrary to many packages used in environmental and ABM modelling, GAMS is a commercial, non-open source product. It provides transparent interfaces to solvers and supports a compact, set-driven presentation of data transformation and models, along with a rather powerful scripting language. GAMS is shipped with a basic Integrated Development Environment (IDE, a software tool which supports code development by e.g. specialized editors) and simple tools to inspect the content of proprietary data bases. GAMS does however not comprise a GUI generator. Commercial GAMS applications in different domains such as electricity grid optimization (ANG, 2004), portfolio optimization for electric utilities (Rebennack et al., 2010), gas transmission optimization (De Wolf and Smeers, 2000) or chemical engineering (Moraria and Grossmann, 1991) are often integrated in a software environment already featuring a GUI. Therefore, it might not pay off for GAMS to develop a GUI generator (see also Britz and Kallrath, 2012); instead, GAMS offers Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) which allow integrating GAMS into other software frameworks.

Therefore, there exists no default GUI solution for GAMS-based tools. That leads to proprietary solutions such as Bazzani (2005) for a water management tool or the GUI (Britz, 2011) for CAPRI (Common Agricultural Policy Regionalized Impact Model, Britz and Witzke, 2012). Britz et al. (2013) review, with a focus on result analysis, GUI solutions of three large-scale economic simulation models - partly realized in GAMS - and conclude that the development of common GUI tools might be advantageous, to avoid costly duplicate coding efforts and combine efficient and innovative solutions of existing GUIs. However, not much is available in the market in that respect. To the best knowledge of the author, so far only Dol (2006) has developed with GSE (Gams Simulation Environment, cf. Dol and Bouma 2006) a generic tool with GUI functionalities for GAMS models. Other approaches, such as SEAMLESS-IF (Van Ittersum et al., 2008; Knapen et al., 2013) or SIAT (Verweij et al., 2010) – which wrap a layer around a GAMS application to integrate them into an Open-MI based architecture – target larger modelling tool for integrated assessments which incorporate different components.

But is it possible to develop a generic GUI generator for (bio-) economic models using GAMS which is on the one hand easy enough to handle for GAMS coders while on the other hand flexible and powerful enough to make its use attractive? What are the alternatives? Does it pay off to add a GUI to GAMS-based tools? Against this background, this paper documents its development is motivated and main functionalities discussed, drawing a comparison to alternative solutions.

3 GUIs for GAMS-based Economic Models

3.1 Why a GUI?

Since GAMS is not shipped with a GUI generator, the default solution to steer GAMS-based applications consists of using a text editor to change specific sections of the code. To do this, users need familiarity with GAMS and detailed knowledge on the code structure of the economic model. Here, GUIs can decrease learning costs for users which need not to familiarize themselves with the details of the underlying code (cf. ABRAN et al., 2003). Such detail refers e.g. to the mnemonics used in the code – the names of symbols and labels –, and the file structure. Indeed, traditional training for specific economic models often comes close to learning a new language. In that case the trainee needs to memorize a new vocabulary of parameter, variable and equation names as well as labels used for products, regions and items; often in combination with a new grammar, i.e. a software language such as GAMS and how it is specifically applied in the model. A well-designed GUI introduces a layer accessible to users which shields details of the technical implementation from the user such that the

---

2 Publicly documentation of commercial applications is scarce, possibly as the detailed knowledge constitutes a competitive advantage.

3 see http://www.gams.com/dd/docs/api/
conceptual knowledge about the economic model is sufficient for its successful application. Additionally, it is typically faster to operate controls on a GUI compared to changing GAMS code with a text editor. Learning costs for a GUI are typically low if it is based on the look and feel of a normal windowed application.

Decreased learning costs might be important in a university or other research environment with a higher staff turnover, to allow e.g. graduate student to apply models or to contribute to their further development. That especially matters if model use expands beyond the team of (original) developers to economists involved in policy-relevant applications. As such, introducing a GUI might be part of the transition process of moving tools from development to application.

Steering a complex model by manual edits directly in the code also increase the chance of errors, especially if steering options are distributed across files: the operator might have forgotten to reverse changes from earlier runs or to introduce all the changes necessary for the intended application. Contrary to that, a GUI shows all options available (hopefully in a appropriately ordered and compact way) on the interface itself. A GUI can also prevent steering errors by restricting input choice, e.g. by attaching numerical ranges to input editors. GUI generators might also offer additional specific utilities targeted to the use of GAMS or another language. Available GUIs for GAMS tools also comprise reporting tools which can speed up debugging, analyzing and publication of quantitative results. That might hence open the chance for class-room use of more complex models, typically hard to realize if results can only be accessed from inside the modelling software.

Adding a GUI to a tool can also support code development. Constructing a GUI forces the coder to clearly define which settings the user can change for a certain type of application, along with their allowed ranges. Equally, a GUI will typically pass these settings in one block to a language such as GAMS, such that ideally only one file changes between runs which supports a clear separation of input and software code. It also eases the use of a software versioning system, as run specific edits in a whole set of files are avoided.

GUI development can also help to reflect more clearly how to modularize the production chain of an economic model (data input and transformation, preparation of an ex-ante baseline, parameter estimation or calibration, scenario definition, simulation runs, post-model processing, exploitation), and to define clear input-output relations between these different steps. Producing output reports of each step which can be inspected by the GUI supports quality management through introduction of logical breakpoints where (intermediate) results are inspected. Efforts to support a clear code structure are specifically important in GAMS projects, as the language only allows for global symbols and basically does not support subroutines or functions.

Most of the reflections above are not specific to GAMS, but hold for any economic simulation model, either implemented in another AML, an econometric package or another computer language. Indeed, GGIG, the package discussed below, now also supports project results in the econometric package R and was also linked to a Java-based ABM, whereas components of GSE, i.e. a similar system, can be used with GAMS and GEMPACK.

### 3.2 Options to Steer GAMS-based Tools and Exploit their Results

The following section briefly compares four basic options found in practise to steer GAMS-based tools: (1) no GUI, (2) simple EXCEL/Visual Basic based solutions, (3) GUI generators specifically designed to interact with GAMS and (4) proprietary solutions for a specific tool.

The perhaps most widely used approach is no GUI at all, i.e. to steer the GAMS application by adding or changing settings directly in the code. The disadvantages were already mentioned above. It has clearly the lowest development costs and does not require knowledge beyond the one needed to develop the GAMS code itself. Of the models mentioned above, only ESIM and GLOBE seem to rely on that solution. It might be the appropriate one if only developers already familiar with the code use the model and/or if the code base is relatively small and there are not many settings to change, such that the learning costs to oversee the full code are small.

A proprietary GUI, i.e. one specifically developed for one tool, gives the highest flexibility with regard to layout and functionality, but is also the most costly alternative. Most research groups developing GAMS code are not familiar with the programming languages, libraries or GUI builders needed to develop a GUI. This means that external expertise must be hired, which can lead to substantial
transaction costs. More over, economic models are typically permanently updated, for example in response to (proposed) policy changes. That might provoke changes in GUIs to reflect modifications in the GAMS code. As updates take time, GUIs coded by third parties typically lag behind the model’s code development. Indeed, cost and time to synchronize changes in the model’s code with a GUI is one possible reason why GUIs attached to economic models were sometimes given up again (cf. BRITZ et al., 2013). That clearly motivates a solution where GAMS coders can generate and change the GUI themselves. Of the models mentioned above, GTAP and MAGNET use a proprietary GUI. CAPRI has also over years been based on a proprietary solution, and AGMEMOD as well features its own user interface (VAN LEEUWEN et al., 2012), which is however closely linked to GSE. All these systems are rather large, and receive(d) considerable funds for development and maintenance, which might explain why proprietary solutions could be developed and kept alive.

Packages such as GSE and GGIG are specifically designed to build GUIs for GAMS based tools. They are thus less flexible compared to a proprietary solution, but require far less time and limited knowledge to build a GUI. They also aim at allowing the GAMS coders themselves to synchronize code and GUI development. The use of that type of GUI does not necessarily require GAMS knowledge. Besides the examples discussed below based on GGIG, the CCAT tool (Cross Compliance Assessment Tool) project (BOUMA et al., 2010) realized in GSE provides an example about GUIs built with such as GUI builder.

Alternatively, tool developers have developed solutions building on a GAMS<->EXCEL interface delivered with GAMS. Users edit numerical values in predefined EXCEL cells, from where their input is read by GAMS. Combined with a Visual Basic application which starts GAMS, that allows building a rudimentary GUI for GAMS model. Visual Basic would also allow to introduce user operable controls and check their input. A similar solution is reported for AGLINK-COSIMO (OECD, 2007), which is realized in TROLL, an econometric language which also does not feature an own GUI-builder. These solutions tend to deliver a Look and Feel distinctly different from a normal Windows program, while requiring expertise in Visual Basic programming.

4 GGIG: A GAMS Graphical Interface Generator

4.1 Background

Since 1999, a Java based proprietary GUI is available for CAPRI, a large-scale, global agricultural economic model with a focus on Europe which comprises also environmental modules, including a spatial downscaling component (LEIP et al., 2008) covering 150,000 1x1 km clusters linked to bio-physical modeling (BRITZ and LEIP, 2009). GAMS is used for basically all numerical operations in CAPRI: data fusion, model set-up and solution as well as post-model processing. The GUI attached to CAPRI emerged slowly over years. Its exploitation part is based on interactive reports (tables, graphics and maps), produced from multi-dimensional parameters read from GDX files, a proprietary binary format from GAMS for which APIs are available. These reports are defined in an XML file which rendered the exploitation part generic enough to use it already in the past for e.g. an economic agricultural model for Benin (KÜHN et al., 2010) or a Moroccan river basin model (HEIDECHE and HECKELEI, 2010). Drawing on the positive example of the XML-based report generator, the aim of developing GGIG was twofold: first, to provide a new, generic concept for GUI generation for GAMS based tools which can be applied not only to CAPRI, but also to other GAMS-based economic models. That included the goal to overcome certain disadvantages of the proprietary solution available for CAPRI. Second, to integrate functionalities developed originally only for CAPRI into the GUI generator in order to port them also to other projects using GAMS.

The development of GGIG and the preceding CAPRI GUI were thus not based on a formal user requirement analysis. Instead, core CAPRI GAMS code developers developed its GUI in parallel to the model code and improved it over time based on feature requests and feedback by CAPRI users. The annual CAPRI training sessions where both core CAPRI users and newcomers come inter alia together to analyse scenarios based on the GUI provided a forum to both get feedback on the GUI and to observe how people (learn to) use the GUI. The somewhat informal development process also reflects the fact that there are no commercial interests involved as the GGIG binaries and CAPRI4 are distributed for free.

4 Further information on GGIG along with a fully operational downloadable didactic example can be found at:
4.2 General Concept and Current Applications

Two major object classes underlie the general concept of the steering part of GGIG\(^5\): (1) **tasks** which are linked to GAMS applications, and (2) **user operable controls** (checkboxes, sliders, spinner, single and multi-lists, editable tables, text fields, file selectors), derived from standard Java Swing components (cf. ROBINSON and VOROBIEV, 2003), typically shared by several tasks. GGIG transforms the state of these controls into a standardized presentation in GAMS language constructs, sent to a GAMS application based on a file to be included (see figure 1).\(^6\) The GUI developer defines objects of these two classes in a XML file – the GGIG controls and settings definition file – from which GGIG builds the GUI. The user can execute a task as a GAMS application from the GUI which also shows run time messages from GAMS. The reporting part then allows merging of results from different runs and exploiting their results. As discussed below, GGIG offers additional utilities for working with GAMS-based models.

The overall layout of the GUI is standardised and unchangeable, see Figure 2. It comprises the following main elements: (1) a menu bar to change project-wide settings (such as directories, the GAMS version to use, SVN related information, user name and type) and to access utilities (discussed below); (2) a work step and task selection panel on the left hand side; (3) a right hand side panel which either shows: (a) controls, a button panel to start GAMS and a windows capturing GAMS output, (b) a panel to select result sets (see the left hand side of Figure 5 below) and to start their exploitation or (c) the exploitation tools (see the example on the right hand side of Figure 5).

The project specific XML file defines the work steps, tasks and controls available to the user. Equally, the reports shown in the exploitation tools are task specific. Whereas the grouping of the controls is rather free, the fixed standard layout underlying GGIG forces the GUI developer to structure its GAMS project into work steps and tasks. That is a deliberate restriction guiding also the code development of a tool such that it reflects a logical sequence of steps, for example, data base compilation, baseline development, model calibration and counter-factual runs.

As opposed to Java GUI generators such as WindowBuilder\(^7\), GGIG offers quite limited layout possibilities and no WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get). That reflects the aim to let model users develop a simple GUI for their own purposes. The declaration of a control, therefore, comprises solely a few attributes, which reduces learning costs (see Figure 3 which shows the most commonly used ones for an example).

4.3 GAMS Application Steering

As discussed above, the user steers GAMS applications by operating the controls provided by GGIG. Specific options for controls in GGIG should help to reduce steering errors. First, the input for any control requiring numerical input can be restricted to a predefined input range; file selection can be limited based on a REGEX mask. Second, there is an n to one relation between GAMS applications (= mains) and a task.

---

\(^5\) The following section draws to a large extent on the GGIG manual, written by the author, from which also figures are copied.

\(^6\) The GUI can also be used to steer tasks in the econometric package R, in which case R code is generated from the control setting, such that it can provide a GUI for tools project which use both R and GAMS.

\(^7\) WindowBuilder is a GUI builder for JAVA which works as an Eclipse plugin (http://www.eclipse.org/windowbuilder/).
in GGIG. If an application is used in different “modes”, e.g. for model calibration versus simulation, each mode can receive an own task and thus set of controls. That is also the only way to introduce relations between controls in GGIG. Third, default value(s) for each control can be registered and, fourth, depending on the user level (exploiter, runner, administrator, developer, debugger) tasks and controls can be hidden or disabled. Indeed, under the exploiter level, a user can solely exploit results and does even not see any control. The settings of all controls are sent in one block to GAMS. That renders it easy to write GAMS code for more complex crosschecks across control settings and to report the error back to the user from GAMS.

With the exemptions of tables and n from m selection (which require to pass a vector or matrix of settings as an appropriate GAMS symbol), all other settings are passed as a “SETGLOBAL key value” pair to GAMS. That gives the coder high flexibility in handling the settings in GAMS. Additionally, all settings are passed as strings via a SET declaration to GAMS (see Figure 4) which provides thus a complete meta-information on the run. The application can store that information with numerical results in a GDX container for later inspection. The GUI also remembers the state of the user operated controls and further input between sessions.

4.4 Exploitation

The exploitation tools offer different types of views: tables, graphs and maps. The user can add relative or absolute differences to element(s) in one or different dimensions and export views to clip

Figure 2. The main window of a GGIG based GUI

Source: screenshot from GGIG generated GUI

Figure 3. Example for a XML definition of a control in GGIG

```xml
<control>
  <type>checkbox</type>
  <title>Downscale Farm type results</title>
  <value>False</value>
  <gameName>useFarmtypes</gameName>
  <tasks>
    MSIU baseline,
    Downscale scenario results
  </tasks>
</control>
```
board and different file formats. Tables support e.g. pivoting, filtering, sorting, basis statistics and showing statistical outliers and allow adding long labels, units, pop-up explanatory texts and links to a section in a PDF file. Table items can carry a hyperlink, e.g. for navigating through a sequence of tables with increasing detail. Additionally, users can for example choose fonts and number formatting. The graphs (e.g. line, bar, box-and-whisker and spider charts, heat maps and histograms) build on the JFreeChart\(^8\) library and are user configurable, for example with regard to fonts, transparency or colouring. Maps allow for different classification and colouring options, and support some more unusual formats such as flow maps (see Figure 5) or bar charts embedded in a map. A utility allows importing geometries in Shapefile format for use with the mapping viewer. For a detailed description of the exploitation tools see the GGIG (BRITZ, 2014b) and CAPRI (BRITZ, 2014c) user manuals. Tasks in GGIG can define filters when selecting result sets from a disk; Figure 5 presents an example taken from the CAPRI GUI, which also shows a flow map.

Additionally, the exploitation part transparently integrates the WEKA machine library (WITTEN et al., 2011). It provides a powerful set of filtering, clustering and classification algorithm as well as related visualization tools from machine learning, and allows for a data driven approach to explore relations between results loaded in the viewer.

### 4.5 Further Functionalities

GGIG supports further functionalities originally developed for the CAPRI GUI and now generalized to work with other GAMS projects: (1) batch mode, (2) automated code documentation in HTML, (3) SVN updates, (4) a viewer for GDX files and (5) an equation and variable viewer for GAMS models.

The first two might deserve some further explanation. The batch mode allows running a sequence of tasks without using the GUI, such as different simulation runs, while it documents in a HTML file which tasks were started, their settings and return codes. The generated include files and the GAMS listings of each task are saved for later inspection. The underlying batch steering file can be constructed by copy and paste from generated include files. The code documentation generator generates a HTML site with interlinked pages for each GAMS file, GAMS symbol and tasks, similar to javadoc\(^9\). That allows, for example, finding out for a certain parameter or variable in which tasks and files it is defined, used or changed. The HTML page also collects SVN information on each file.

---

8 http://www.jfree.org/jfreechart

5 Discussion

5.1 Short Comparison of GGIG to Modelling Frameworks and other GUI Generators

Compared to frameworks used in environmental modelling or the libraries used for ABMs, GGIG serves a far more limited task: it allows solely adding some basic GUI functionalities to a GAMS project. It does not support interactive graphical development of model code or a graphical GUI generator. Furthermore, the interaction between GGIG and the GAMS code of the model is rather limited: GGIG solely generates a typically rather small include file, spawns the GAMS application as a separate process and shows it run-time output on screen. Finally, it can read results from several GAMS runs from disk to exploit them. Therefore, GGIG does not pass objects in memory back and forth to the model. Accordingly, GGIG typically requires very limited changes to the GAMS code, such that the GAMS application can still be used alternatively within the GAMS IDE or started by another application. CAPRI, to give an example, was steered in the context of another project by a client-server based GUI (Rizzoli et al., 2009). GGIG is portable between those platforms supported by both GAMS and Java.

Perhaps the product that is most similar to GGIG is the GSE tool by Dol (2006). Both target GAMS projects, but their basic concepts seem rather different. GSE combines functionalities of an IDE (e.g. editing, visual presentation of links between files, version control), a GUI and a reporting tool. Overall, GSE seems more powerful, but learning costs and the effort to implement GSE into a project are probably also higher. Whereas GGIG is steered by XML files to define controls, tasks and the reporting views, the GUI in GSE seems to be mostly set up by introducing steering tags as comments in the GAMS code. GGIG might be somewhat more versatile with regard to exploitation possibilities.

Similar to runGTAP, a GUI developed for the GTAP modelling system, GSE keeps a strong link between the data structure present in the GAMS code and the visualization. That clearly fits a more IDE-focused profile. The exploitation tools of GGIG, in contrast, are set up to work more similar to a data mining tool, i.e. the reports are not (necessarily) structured according to data structures present in the underlying GAMS model. That somewhat increases learning costs for that part of GGIG, and, in order to fully exploit the potential of the exploitation tools, requires an appropriate structuring of the results in GAMS.

5.2 Experiences with GGIG

Examples of projects which use GGIG beyond CAPRI, in chronological order, provide a small partial equilibrium model for the global poultry market (Wieck et al., 2012); FARMDYN, a detailed single farm bio-economic model (Lengers and Britz, 2012); a hydro-economic river basin model (Kuhn, 2012) and a prototype GAMS version of the AGLINK-COSIMO model. Furthermore, the FADNTOOL project (http://www.fadntool.eu) has recently opted to use GGIG for a tool that combines different economic models, partly realized in GAMS and partly in R, which all use Farm Accounting Network Data. Table 2 reports some key properties of these current projects known to the author where GGIG is applied. It shows that the use cases and thus the aims linked to the application of GGIG somewhat differ. Equally, it highlights larger differences in the complexity of the generated GUIs when assessed by the number of tasks, controls and views defined in the XML files steering. A view as reported below refers to one predefined table, map or graph to exploit results.

Based on these examples, experiences with GGIG so far will be reported and analyzed for three use cases of increasing complexity (see Table 3): (1) analyzing results, (2) model runs, and (3) setting up a GUI interface and extending it. The table below classifies these use cases with regard to the knowledge needed and tries to generalize to what extent a GUI might reduce learning costs, referring to arguments from section 2. Details for the use cases will be discussed next.

The first use case refers to analysis of existing results. The user does not need to run the economic model, which also means in the case of GGIG that no GAMS or R installation is necessary, only a working Java Run Time Engine (JRE) is needed. GGIG allows (pre)selecting a user role “exploiter” where all model steering controls are hidden. Only such tasks are visible for which existing result sets can be located. Accordingly, the user only sees drop-down boxes to select result sets, e.g. from different scenario runs, and, if defined in the XML file, selection box e.g. for years or countries. If locations on disk are relative in presets, one can copy a work installation of a GGIG GUI along with result files e.g. from USB stick to a computer, and the user can immediately start the interface, as long as the JRE is correctly installed. That renders
it quite easy to organize trainings with regard to result analysis.

The yearly 2-3 days CAPRI training sessions from the last decade provide ample observations for that use case, as the exploitation tools of the proprietary CAPRI GUI are identical to GGIG. Generally, users learn relatively fast to work with the exploitation tools. Typically, a one to two hour instruction was sufficient to teach the basic functionalities, for example, how to load a set of results from different scenarios, to navigate between different views, to produce a map or table with relative changes, or to export results to clipboard.

These short instructions also covered some content related information, for example, where to find and how to interpret results on prices, market balances, trade, farm activities, or environmental indicators. With that background, users with sufficient domain knowledge, i.e. with regard to agricultural policies and markets while being trained in economic reasoning, were able to analyze complex scenarios with the exploitation tools without having any technical knowledge about CAPRI (mnemonics, code structure etc.). The participants mentioned these points also regularly in feedback rounds. They were quite diverse with regard to their pre-existing knowledge on economic modeling or software use. The same observations were made in block courses with PhD students.

Over the years, some desk officers in the EU administration received a 2-3 hour introduction of how to exploit CAPRI results based on its GUI and afterwards analyzed results without any experienced user being available. That situation is different from training sessions or a block course where participants can both support each other and draw on the expertise of the trainers. The experiences of these users thus underline further that learning time for that type of GUI seems to be limited. The positive experiences from the
training session, classroom use and individual applications underline that GUIs can indeed help to improve accessibility to results of economic model.

The second use case is running the model, i.e. to perform a policy or market scenario.¹⁰ The standard case is that users are at first trained in analysing results. Having mastered successfully that step clearly increases the motivation to learn more about the model. In order to perform a policy scenario, the user needs to map a change in legislation into a quantitative change in exogenous parameters. That requires an understanding of the legislation, of the model’s methodology and finally, about how to code the change. GGIG can clearly only ease the last bit. To what extent that is possible depends largely on the complexity of both the policy presentation in a model and the scenario. Besides defining controls which change policy related exogenous parameters, GGIG comprises a “scenario definition tool” where pre-existing GAMS code snippets can be changed in an editor and combined to a scenario. The same observations also hold for scenarios that change other exogenous parameters such as macro-variables.

The models mentioned in Table 2 differ considerably in their approaches to define a model run. The two extremes will be presented briefly in the following. In the single farm model FARMDYN, a larger part of the ~170 controls mentioned in table 2 allows to define a model run both with regards to assets of the farm (land, labour, stable, machinery ...), the shocks (mainly prices for output and inputs) and model properties (time horizon, methodological features). A direct editing of changes in the GAMS code is not necessary. For CAPRI, however, the opposite is typical: a user defines a scenario in the GAMS code directly, potentially supported by the scenario definition tool. Existing scenarios are stored in sub-directories and can be re-used. The CAPRI GUI however allows to switch certain modules respectively model features on or off, and to select the years, regions and spatial resolution of the model run.

In opposite to the first use case, the contribution of a GUI to reduced learning costs is therefore far more depending on the model. Especially partial equilibrium models often depict policy instruments close to the law book; CAPRI, to give an example, distinguishes between ~60 different subsidies schemes at farm level. Defining controls at that detail is a tremendous task with probably limited returns, as GAMS coding gives far more flexibility e.g. to define groups of subsidies and to apply changes at group level.

CAPRI provides some further observations for the second use case of running the model; not astonishing, they are fewer than those for the first one. By now, more and more institutions not previously involved in the development of CAPRI apply the model. In most cases, on the job training is not a viable option, as it requires prolonged staff exchange. Hence, a small group of newcomers (or less experienced users) attended short block courses of 1-3 days, not only to learn how to exploit and analyse results as in the yearly training sessions, but also to perform more complex tasks such as to define and run policy scenarios or to construct an ex-ante baseline. The GUI was typically assessed as the easiest part to learn, and the contrast in learning time and success rate is striking between tasks which require own coding efforts and tasks which can be performed by solely using the GUI. A similar experience provides a recent course where a group of master students used the GTAP in GAMS code from Tom Rutherford (RUTHERFORD and HARBOR, 2005) successfully in conjunction with GGIG to develop and analyse their own scenarios, mostly without any support by an experienced user.

Given the number of training sessions and courses, these observations relate to more than one hundred persons, with quite different pre-existing knowledge and talents. The observations differ considerable from those made in early CAPRI training sessions using earlier versions of CAPRI with no or a far less well developed GUI. In these earlier versions, users had to edit the GAMS code and to use GAMS tools to inspect results. Users typically achieved far less, while the trainers permanently had to support participants in overcoming problems related to GAMS coding or assessing results. One might hence summarize that, at least based on the experiences with CAPRI and GGIG, GUIs are indeed able to considerably reduce learning time and steering errors with regard to economic model applications.

The last use case relates to the implementation of a GUI in GGIG. For the smaller projects reported in Table 1, a trained coder could set up a GUI and a set of exploitation tables in a few hours. In opposite to the smaller- to medium-scale examples mentioned above,
CAPRI has a much more complex GUI. Setting up a first working version took considerably longer, also as its implementation led to improvements to GGIG itself and thus was mixed with code development in the GUI generator itself. Equally, there were some legacy questions as the GAMS code needed to work over a longer testing period both under the old and new GUI. From the other examples, the river basin model was the only one where the GUI was added after the main development phase, and perhaps not astonishing, it went along with some refactoring of the GAMS code. The experiences with CAPRI and the river basin model might serve as an indication that it is generally best to develop the GAMS code from the beginning in parallel to the GUI.

After the first version of the CAPRI GUI was set up in GGIG, GAMS coders involved in CAPRI projects have added new features to the projects’ GUIs. The same holds for researchers contributing to some of the other projects mentioned above. These experiences seem to underline that at least once a starting implementation based on GGIG is given, the learning time required to expand a GUI seems quite low. To summarize and conclude, the use cases seem to underline that it is advantageous to complement economic models with a GUI, at least if their use beyond the core group of original developers is required. The largest reduction in learning costs with a GUI can be achieved if users solely exploit existing scenarios. The experiences in that respect seem to indicate that the learning time can be so low that result sets of complex economic models can be used in the classroom or to let informed clients access results. It clearly motivates potential model users if they are able to analyse model runs based on their knowledge with regard to markets, policies, economic theory and economic model methodology without having first to learn a lot of technical detail. Based on that experience about what the model is able to deliver, they can take an informed decision if they want to acquire the necessary skills to master more complex tasks, such as to define and run policy scenarios. For clients, having easy access to results also reduces the black-box character of complex models and might build trust (as long as results make sense). More specifically, the experiences with GGIG so far might also serve as an indication that users seem to learn quickly to use GGIG based GUIs, while the efforts needed to build a GUI in GGIG are limited.

6 Summary and Conclusions

Result analysis of economic models and more so model runs require considerably learning efforts as users need to familiarize themselves with the modelling language used, mnemonics and further technical detail. Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) have the potential to not only reduce learning costs, but also to more efficiently steer models and exploit results.

However, developing a proprietary GUI for an economic model is typically a costly task which requires knowledge in software engineering. With GGIG (GAMS Graphical Interface Generator), a relatively simple GUI builder XML for GAMS and R projects is now available where components are defined in an XML file. GUIs generated with GGIG carry user operable controls of which the settings are passed via an include file to GAMS. They allow spawning GAMS processes and merging the results from different GAMS runs for exploitation, supported by a rather flexible reporting tool. GGIG also comprises a set of further utilities, e.g. for SVN updates or to build a documentation of GAMS symbols and files in HTML pages, similar to javadoc. First applications underline that GAMS coders without formal software training are able to build their own GUI, whereas users learn quickly to use the GUI for result analysis and model runs.
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